Committee on IT Policy

• Proposed Charge:
  – The Committee on Information Technology Policy (CITP) is a permanent subcommittee of COG that shall have purview over all Information Technology policies, procedures, and practices that affect WPI's academic and research missions.
Discussion Only – Motion to Update Charge/Membership of CITP

• Adds CITP to the Faculty Handbook
  – PART ONE, Bylaw One, Section I as subsection I.a

• Expands CITP’s charge
  – All academic and research computing policies, procedures, and practices

• Allows CITP to send motions via COG

• Clarifies membership succession rules
Rationale

• Computing technology can create *de facto* policy for the university

• CITP will advise IT Services, but will also be able to make motions independently

• CITP is not a standing committee so succession rules do not apply
  – CITP is a permanent subcommittee of COG
IT Policy

• CITP is happy to hear from you about IT policy/procedure concerns or suggestions

• Chair: Craig Shue (cshue@wpi.edu)

• Members:
  – Kaveh Pahlavan (ECE)
  – Guillermo Salazar (CEE)
  – Deborah Scott (CIO)
  – Andrew Trapp (FSB)